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1.

Trial Chamber III (“Chamber”) of the International Tribunal for the

Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of International
Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the former Yugoslavia since 1991
(“Tribunal”) is seized of a public motion filed on 17 May 2010 by the Office of the
Prosecutor (“Prosecution”) in which it seeks the admission of 180 exhibits from the
bar table and the inclusion of one exhibit in its 65 ter Exhibit List (“Motion”).1

I. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
2.

On 17 May 2010, the Prosecution submitted a Motion for the admission in the

present case of 180 documents listed in the Annex to the Motion and the inclusion of
one exhibit in its 65 ter Exhibit List (“65 ter List”).2
3.

On 25 August 2010, the Prosecution filed a corrigendum to the Motion in

which it lists, in the table appended to the Motion, the erroneous and corrected page
numbers regarding the 18 documents (“Corrigendum”).3
4.

At the administrative hearing of 21 September 2010, Vojislav [e{elj

(“Accused”) opposed the admission of the Motion.4
5.

In an e-mail of 26 August 2010 sent by the Legal Officer of the Chamber, the

Chamber asked the Prosecution: (1) to explain why the Motion was not filed earlier;
(2) regarding all documents tendered for admission, to indicate if the English
1

2
3

4

“Prosecution’s Second Motion for Admission of Evidence from the Bar Table”, public, filed on 17
May 2010 (“Motion”). The Chamber recalls that in its Oral Decision of 11 May 2010 (Hearing of 11
May 2010, T(F) 15880-15881), it granted the Prosecution’s motion of 29 March 2010 for
authorisation to exceed the word limit (“Prosecution’s Motion for Authorisation to exceed the word
limit for Prosecution’s Second Motion For Admission of Evidence from the Bar Table”, public, 29
March 2010). The Accused received the BCS translation of the Motion on 8 September 2010 (see
Record of Receipt filed on 8 September 2010).
Ibidem.
“Corrigendum to Prosecution’s Second Motion for Admission of Evidence from the Bar Table”,
public, filed on 25 August 2010 (“Corrigendum”). The Accused received the BCS translation of the
Corrigendum on 11 October 2010 (see Record of Receipt filed on 13 October 2010). The Chamber
however notes that there are errors in the “footnotes” column in the table annexed to the
Corrigendum: there is a discrepancy in all the references given under this column since there are no
footnotes 1 and 2 in the Motion where the footnotes start with footnote no. 3 (in both the English
and French versions of the text). Consequently, referring to 65 ter documents 30 and 57, the
Chamber notes that there is no footnote no. 2 and, thus, that there is a discrepancy among the
footnotes that follow.
Hearing of 21 September 2010, T(F) 16411-16412. The Chamber notes that the Accused does
actually refer to the Motion even though the Accused refers to “a Prosecution document of 26
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translations in the e-Court system are official translations from the Tribunal; (3) to
provide the following additional information regarding the excerpts from the books by
the Accused: the cover pages of the books, the publishers, the date of publication,
page references to the BCS original; (4) to provide supplementary evidence certifying
that the shorthand transcript and minutes of the Assembly of Serbia correspond to the
official certified minutes of the National Assembly of Serbia. The Chamber requested
that all this information be provided within three weeks.
6.

In its submission filed publicly on 17 September 2010 (“Notice”),5 the

Prosecution responded to the Chamber’s questions.
7.

The Accused failed to respond to the Notice within fourteen days of the filing

of the BCS translation granted him under Rule 126 bis of the Rules.6
8.

In its submission filed publicly on 22 October 2010 (“Supplement”),7 the

Prosecution supplemented the responses it provided in its Notice.
9.

The Accused failed to respond to the Supplement within fourteen days of the

filing of the BCS translation granted him under Rule 126 bis of the Rules.8

II. ARGUMENTS OF THE PARTIES
1. Arguments of the Prosecution

10.

Regarding the filing date of the Motion, in its Notice the Prosecution states

that on 11 May 2010 the Trial Chamber, in an oral decision, fixed 1 June 2010 as the
filing date for all Prosecution motions before the Rule 98 bis hearing.9 The
Prosecution states that the Motion was first filed on 29 March 2010 in annex to its
motion for authorisation to exceed the word limit and was then filed again on 17 May

5
6
7
8
9

March 2010”: the cover page of the Motion has “Date filed: 26 March 2010” but the filing date is 17
May 2010.
“Prosecution’s Notice of Response to Trial Chamber’s 26 August 2010 Inquiries”, public, 17
September 2010 (“Notice”).
The Accused received the BCS version of the Notice on 4 October 2010 (see Record of Receipt filed
on 7 October 2010).
“Supplement to Prosecution’s Notice of Response to Trial Chamber’s 26 August 2010 Inquiries”,
public, 22 October 2010 (“Supplement”).
The Accused received the BCS translation of the Supplement on 5 November 2010 (see Record of
Receipt filed on 9 November 2010).
Notice, para. 3.
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2010 after reception of the e-mail sent by the Chamber’s Legal Officer indicating that
the Chamber considered it had not yet been seized of the Motion.10.
11. Regarding the English translation of the documents tendered for admission, in its
Notice the Prosecution states that the English translations available in the e-Court
system are official translations from the Tribunal, with the exception of nine
documents whose official English translations will soon be available in the e-Court
system.11
12. Regarding the supplementary information about the excerpts from the Accused’s
books (cover page of the books, who are the publishers, date of publication, pages
concerned in the BCS original), the Prosecution provides in annex to its Notice a list
of 31 works, as well as the cover pages of the books, reference to the publishers and
dates of publication.12
13.

Regarding the minutes of the sessions of the National Assembly of Serbia, the

Prosecution indicates in its Notice that, on the one hand, these are minutes from
closed sessions of the National Assembly of Serbia officially provided by the Serbian
government in response to a request for assistance in Case No. IT-02-54-T, The
Prosecutor v. Slobodan Milo{evi} (“Milo{evi} Case”).13 The Prosecution indicates
that it does not have other documents of the closed sessions of the Assembly and that
it asked the Republic of Serbia to provide further information about these minutes,

10

Notice, paras 4-5. The Prosecution states that in order to narrow the number of exhibits tendered
directly and from the bar table it first sent a letter to the Accused on 20 October 2009 to enquire
whether he would agree to the admission of any of the exhibits pertaining to his statements. The
Prosecution specifies that the Accused failed to respond to the letter and adds that, in the absence of
such cooperation by the Accused, it envisaged tendering certain evidence through witnesses who
would be able to testify about the Accused’s statements and the SRS/S^P. The Prosecution specifies
that in its Decision of 23 November 2009, the Chamber decided to call the remaining Prosecution
witnesses and that as of mid-January 2010, the witnesses refused to testify on the dates fixed by the
Chamber and/or recanted their previous statements given to the Prosecution, thus cementing their
position as hostile witnesses and thwarting the Prosecution’s attempt to present evidence through
them. The Prosecution states that, consequently, it had to modify the mode for tendering these
exhibits and that it reduced its initial list of 270 exhibits to 187 exhibits ; Notice, paras 6-11.
11
Notice, paras 13-14: the Prosecution states that the draft translations of these nine documents have
yet to be revised but that, in general, only minor corrections are required and only very rarely do
they affect the substance of a document. The Prosecution adds that draft translations have already
been admitted in cases before the Tribunal, 54 of which have been admitted in the present case.
12
Notice, para. 15 and Annex A.
13
Notice, para. 16. The Prosecution specifies that this refers to “Request For Assistance” 203, of 17
May 2002, a copy of which is attached in Annex B including the response of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of Serbia and Montenegro of 8 August 2003.
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noting that the Chamber will be informed of any new information on this issue.14 On
the other hand, in its Supplement, the Prosecution indicates that it did actually receive
supplementary information from the National Council of the Republic of Serbia for
Cooperation with the Tribunal (“the Council”): in its first communication of 30
September 2010, the Council provides the Prosecution with information on the
method used in the creation and drafting of the minutes and indicates that they have
been officially certified.15 In the second communication of 11 October 2010, the
Council stresses that the information provided earlier can be transmitted to the
Accused.
14.

As to the substance of the submission, in its Motion, the Prosecution argues,

on the one hand, that the admission into evidence of the 180 exhibits listed in the
Annex, pursuant to Rules 73 (A) and 89 (C) of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence
(“Rules”), would go to prove the existence, the formation and participation of the
Accused in a joint criminal enterprise aimed at establishing a new State dominated by
Serbs.16 Furthermore, the Prosecution argues that the tendered documentary evidence
is relevant, authentic and reliable in keeping with the criteria set out under Rule 89
(C) of the Rules.17
15.

In addition, in its Motion, the Prosecution seeks leave to add one exhibit to the

65 ter List and proposes that it be marked 65 ter 2517A.18 According to the
Prosecution, this is the full text of the report by the Humanitarian Law Centre entitled
“Population Exchange: Vojvodina Croats for Serbs from Croatia” which was fully
14

Notice, paras 16-18 and Annex B.
Supplement, Annex A. The Council indicates that, on the basis of the notes taken by the
stenographers and the audio recordings, the shorthand notes reproduce, in their entirety, the words
and phrases from the sessions of the National Assembly of Serbia. The shorthand notes are then
reproduced in a report approved by the National Assembly which was then signed by the Speaker
and Secretary General of the National Assembly. The Council indicates that there were no other
certified reports nor audio recordings before 1994, that the recordings made between 1994 and 1997
exist on cassette tapes and from 1997 on CDs. Video recordings exist only as of the end of 1998.
Finally, the council indicates that there is no information about sessions held on 21 October 1991
and 6 May 1991. In its Supplement, the Prosecution states that these sessions were actually held, not
on 21 October 1991 and 6 May 1991, but on 24 October 1991 and 6 May 1992. According to the
Prosecution, these errors were taken over from the request for assistance sent in 2003 by the
Prosecution to the Council and were reproduced in the new request for assistance sent in August
2010 by the Prosecution to the Council. Nevertheless, the Prosecution stresses that these errors are
irrelevant as neither the minutes of the exact dates nor those of the dates established as erroneous
were tendered for admission by the Motion.
16
Motion, para. 3.
17
Motion, paras 6-42, 43.
18
Motion, paras 45-47.
15
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reprinted in the Accused’s 1994 book entitled “In The Whirlpool of Balkan Politics” a
partial version of which is marked 65 ter 2517.19 Furthermore, the Prosecution argues
that the document tendered for admission is relevant since it corroborates previous
evidence presented to the Chamber on the Accused’s 6 May 1992 Hrtkovci speech
and its alleged consequences and that, consequently, it is in the interest of justice to
admit it into evidence.20 The Prosecution also submits that the admission of this
evidence to the 65 ter Exhibit List does not prejudice the Accused.21
2. Arguments of the Accused

16.

At the administrative hearing of 21 September 2010, the Accused stated before

the Chamber that he was opposed to the Motion and the admission of evidence from
the bar table.22

III. APPLICABLE LAW
17.

In order to grant a request to add an exhibit to the 65 ter List, the Chamber

must be satisfied that this amendment is in the interest of justice.23 To this end, the
Chamber must (1) pursuant to Articles 20(1) and 21(4)(b) of the Statute of the
Tribunal, ensure that the rights of the Defence are appropriately respected by making
certain that each exhibit is disclosed sufficiently in advance and will not hinder the
Accused as he prepares his defence;24 (2) be satisfied, bearing in mind the specific
circumstances of the case, that the Prosecution has shown good cause for amending its
original list, and that the new exhibit is relevant and sufficiently compelling to
authorize its inclusion.25

19
20
21
22

23

24

25

Motion, para. 45.
Motion, para. 46.
Motion, para. 47.
Hearing of 21 September 2010, T(F) 16411-16412. The Chamber notes that the Accused refers to “a
Prosecution document of 26 March 2010”: the cover page of the Motion has “Date filed: 26 March
2010” but the filing date is 17 May 2010.
See, for example, The Prosecutor v. Milan Martić, Case No. IT-95-11-PT, “Decision on
Prosecution’s Motion to Amend its Rule 65 ter Exhibit List”, 15 December 2005, p. 3; The
Prosecutor v. Rasim Delić, Case No. IT-04-83-T, “Decision on Urgent Prosecution Motion for
Leave to Amend its Exhibit List”, public, 17 October 2007 (“Deli} Decision”), p. 3.
See, for example, The Prosecutor v. Vujadin Popovi} et al., Case No. IT-05-88-AR73.1, “Decision
on Appeals Against Decision Admitting Material Related to Borov~anin’s Questioning”, public 14
December 2007 (“Popovi} Decision”), para. 37; The Prosecutor v. Prli} et al., Case No. IT-04-74-T,
“Decision on List of Exhibits”, public, 7 September 2007, p. 4; Deli} Decision, p. 3.
See, for example, Popović Decision, para. 37.
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18.

In accordance with Rule 89 (C) of the Rules, the Chamber may admit any

relevant evidence which it deems to have probative value.26 Furthermore, the
Chamber may, pursuant to Rule 89 (D) of the Rules, exclude any evidence whose
probative value is substantially outweighed by the need to ensure a fair trial. In
addition, the Chamber recalls that, if evidence must be reliable to be probative, it is
nevertheless sufficient to establish its prima facie reliability.27 Concerning the
relevance criterion, the requesting party must be able to demonstrate, with clarity and
specificity, where and how each document fits into its case.28
19.

The Chamber also recalls that there is a fundamental distinction between the

admissibility of evidence and the weight given to it in the determination of the
Accused’s guilt.29 At the present stage of the proceedings, the Chamber is not making
a definitive assessment of the relevance, reliability or probative value of the evidence
in question. Such an assessment will be made only at the end of the trial in light of all
the evidence tendered by the parties, both the Prosecution and the Defence.

IV. PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS
20.

Regarding the English translation of the documents tendered for admission,

the Chamber holds that it has not been clearly established if all the documents
tendered by the Motion have been translated into English or BCS, as appropriate, by
the Tribunal’s official translation service (“CLSS”) or if the translations in the e-Court
system have been made by the Prosecution. Consequently, the Chamber considers that
every document admitted pursuant to this Decision is to be admitted only on condition
that it has been translated by CLSS.
21.

Regarding the supplementary information about the excerpts from the

Accused’s books, the Chamber notes that the Prosecution has submitted, for each
work, the cover page, the date of publication, as well as the publisher’s name.30

26

The Prosecutor v. Rasim Deli}, Case No. IT-04-83-T, “Decision on Prosecution Motion to Admit
Documents in Evidence”, public, 9 May 2008 (“Second Deli} Decision”), para. 8.
27
Second Deli} Decision, para. 8.
28
Second Deli} Decision, para. 8.
29
Order Setting Out the Guidelines for the Presentation of Evidence and the Conduct of the Parties
During the Trial, public, 15 November 2007, Annex, para. 2.
30
Notice, para. 15 and Annex A.
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22.

Regarding the minutes of the sessions of the National Assembly of Serbia, the

Chamber observes that the Council has confirmed that, for the most part, they are
officially certified minutes of the National Assembly of Serbia.31

V. DISCUSSION
23.

Regarding the request for admission to the 65 ter List of the 65 ter document

tendered as number 2517A, which is appended in the Annex to the Motion, the
Chamber notes that this is a report by the Humanitarian Law Centre entitled
“Population Exchange: Vojvodina Croats for Serbs from Croatia” which was fully
reprinted in the Accused’s 1994 book entitled “In The Whirlpool of Balkan Politics”.
The 65 ter document tendered as number 2517A contains elements that are not
contained in but which supplement exhibit 65 ter 2517 which has also been tendered
for admission.32 Consequently, the Chamber holds that the 65 ter document tendered
as number 2517A is relevant and sufficiently important to authorize its inclusion in
the 65 ter List. Moreover, since the 65 ter document tendered as number 2517A has
been copied from a book published by the Accused, the Chamber holds that its
inclusion in the 65 ter List will not prejudice the Accused.
24.

Regarding the request to admit into evidence the 180 documents, after it

analysed and implemented the criteria mentioned above, the Chamber holds that the
documents with the following 65 ter numbers may not be admitted into evidence as
they have not been certified as true copies of the original: 795, 1098.
25.

The Chamber holds that the document marked 65 ter 6004 cannot be

admitted into evidence for the same reasons as those invoked in the Decision filed on
17 December 2010 which ruled on the request for admission of this document.
26.

By majority, Judge Lattanzi partly dissenting, the Chamber holds that

documents with the following 65 ter numbers may be admitted into evidence on
condition that supplementary evidence be supplied to establish their respective
dates and/or sources: 1372, 6018, 6066, 193, 202, 203, 320, 557, 653, 954, 956, 957,
31

The Chamber notes that the Council has not provided such certification for documents 65 ter 795 and
1098.
32
Thus, for example, the document under tendered number 65 ter 2517A, English translation, p. 8
(supplementary paragraph entitled: “New inhabitants in Golubinci”).

7
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983, 997, 1008, 1024, 1033, 1132, 1736, 1766, 1778, 1819, 1930, 1940, 1998, 2076,
2157, 955, 953, 2158, 2517, 6021.
27.

The Chamber holds that the documents with the following 65 ter numbers may

be admitted into evidence on condition that their official English translation be
uploaded in the e-Court system: 1954, 2062, 2553.
28.

By majority, Judge Lattanzi partly dissenting, the Chamber holds that the

documents with the following 65 ter numbers may be partly admitted into evidence:
484, 1957, 210, 923.
29.

By majority, Judge Lattanzi partly dissenting, the Chamber holds that the

documents with the following 65 ter numbers may be partly admitted into evidence
on condition that supplementary evidence be supplied to establish their
respective dates and/or sources: 194, 1305, 88.
30.

By majority, Judge Lattanzi partly dissenting, the Chamber also holds that the

documents with the following 65 ter numbers may be admitted into evidence since,
even though they fall outside the Indictment period and although they contain
partially or fully reproduced statements made by the Accused, they deal with a
fundamental issue in the Indictment, that of the Accused’s ideology, the concept of
the “Greater Serbia”, the discrimination of non-Serbs, the formation and organisation
of the Serbian Chetnik Movement (“S^P”) and of the Serbian Radical Party (“SRS”),
the joint criminal enterprise alleged in the Indictment: 216, 1915, 1918, 1919, 1921,
1932, 1933, 1935, 1942, 1944, 1953, 1960, 1963, 1964, 1975, 2005, 2039, 2050,
2057, 168, 93, 95, 170, 171, 206, 213, 214, 224, 242, 281, 354, 458, 514, 547, 642,
792, 832, 1083, 1084, 1358, 1910, 1996, 2021, 2024, 2025, 2099, 30, 2102, 2103,
2591, 2592, 2593, 2596, 2598, 2599, 2648, 4278, 4289.
31.

Finally, the Chamber holds that the documents with the following 65 ter

numbers meet the reliability, probative value and relevance criteria and accepts
their admission into evidence: 57, 70, 80, 86, 100, 116, 118, 119, 127, 186, 200,
205, 267, 371, 508, 517, 633, 732, 748, 920, 925, 931, 939, 987, 1007, 1095, 1101,
1144, 1170, 1220, 1370, 1424, 1559, 1562, 1639, 1640, 1676, 1725, 1733, 1762,
1763, 1770, 1777, 1796, 1806, 1812, 1813, 1831, 1838, 1840, 1847, 1848, 1850,
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1868, 1889, 1890, 1898, 1903, 1977, 1978, 1980, 1982, 515, 518, 588, 647, 833, 964,
466, 1789, 1858, 1860, 1873, 1874, 1004, 1859, 2517A.
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VI. DISPOSITION
32.

FOR THE FOREGOING REASONS and pursuant to Rules 54, 65 ter, 73 (A)

and 89 (C) of the Rules,
GRANTS IN PART the Motion,
ORDERS the inclusion of the 65 ter document tendered as number 2517A to the 65
ter List,
ORDERS the admission into evidence of the documents listed in the attached Annex
on condition that they be fully translated by CLSS and on the specific conditions set
forth in the body of this Decision and reiterated in the Annex,
ORDERS the Registry to assign to each of the documents an exhibit number,
REJECTS the Motion in all other respects.
Judge Lattanzi dissenting on the admission into evidence of the following 65 ter
documents: 210, 213, 458, 653, 997, 1024, 1083, 1084, 1132, 1305, 1358, 1766,
1996, 1998, 2021, 2025, 2024 et 2158.

Done in English and in French, the French version being authoritative.

___________________
Jean-Claude Antonetti
Presiding Judge

Done this twenty-third day of December 2010
At The Hague
The Netherlands
[Seal of the Tribunal]]
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119

118

116

100

86

Interview with Branka KERKE@ on TV Belgrade, 6 December 1990, reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s
book “The Sisyphean Trials” / Sizifovska Sudovanja, Vol. 18, NIGP "ABC-GLAS," Belgrade, 1992

Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ for the Bosnian newspaper "Nasi Miroslav PERANOVIC aka Dani" in
December 1990, reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book "Politics as a Challenge to the Conscience"
/Politika kao izazov savesti/, Belgrade, 1993

[E[ELJ’s book "Television Duels" /Televizijski megdani/, Belgrade, 1993

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ, reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book “Politics as a Challenge to the ADMISSION
Conscience” /Politika kao izazov savesti/, Belgrade, 1993
ADMISSION
Transcript of a TV interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ on Belgrade TV Studio B, printed in Vojislav

Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ conducted by Zeljko Rosko published in Vjesnik, 1 July 1990, reprinted
in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book, "Politics as a Challenge to the Conscience" /Politika kao izavov savesti /,
Belgrade, 1993

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

Article by Milovan Nedeljkov in Vecernji List, 25 June 1990, reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s
book,"Politics as a Challenge to the Conscience" /Politika kao izavov savesti / Vol. 23, NIGP "ABCGLAS," Belgrade, 1993

80

ADMISSION

2

ADMISSION/REJECTION

Newspaper interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ, published in the Serbian weekly “Pogledi”/Views/, reprinted ADMISSION
in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book “Destructions of the Serbian National Being”/Razaranja srpskog nacionalnog
bi}a/, Belgrade, 1992

Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ published in “Novosti”/News/, Toronto, reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s
book “Politics as a Challenge to the Conscience”/Politika kao izazov savesti/, Belgrade, 1993

Document title

70

65 ter No.
57

TABLE NO. 1: INTERVIEWS WITH THE ACCUSED (= 90 documents)

IT-03-67-T
25/50775 BIS

517

508

484

371

267

216

205

200

186

127

ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

Politika interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ about the withdrawal of the Yugoslav People s Army to the
western Serbian borders (Karlobag - Ogulin - Karlovac - Virovitica line (KKV)

by the Yugoslav news state agency “TANJUG”, article on the European Community, Lord
CARRINGTON cease-fire negotiations in Yugoslavia, reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book "Red Tyrant
From Dedinje", Belgrade, 1995

ADMISSION

3

Transcript of a TV Politika interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ, published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book ADMISSION
“Through the Political Gibberish”, Belgrade 1993
Vojislav [E[ELJ’s interview with The Duga, published as "Whoever is afraid of Chetniks is an Ustasha" ADMISSION
only “Chapter XX” dated
in his book "Party Scores and Political Balances" /Partijski bilansi and politicki balansi/, pp. 101-108
13 September 1991
Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ published in the Austrian daily “Der Standard”, distributed in translation ADMISSION

Interview of Vojislav [E[ELJ to TV Novi Sad Program Plus in June 1991, published in Vojislav
[E[ELJ’s book "Sisyphean Trials"/Sizifovska Sudovanja/, 1992, p. 57-84

BBC Summary of World Broadcasts: May 11, 1991, Saturday - Vojislav [E[ELJ says Chetnik units
ready for defence of Serbs and "mass retaliation", Yugoslav News Agency in Serbo-Croat 1532 GMT 8
May 91

Transcript of TV Studio B interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ, published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book
“Television Duels”/Televizijski megdani/, Belgrade 1993

Vojislav [E[ELJ s interview for TV Novi Sad show "Without a cut or anaesthesia", published in Vojislav
[E[ELJ’s book "Sizifovska sudovanja" /SISYPHEAN TRIALS/, Belgrade, 1992

Belgrade, 1992

Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ for "Osmica" in Dec. 1990, reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book ADMISSION
"Destruction of the Serbian National Being" /Razaranja srpskog nacionalnog bica/, Belgrade, 1992
ADMISSION
Vojislav [E[ELJ’s interview on TV Politika, published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book "Sisyphean Trials",

IT-03-67-T
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1101

1095

1007

987

939

931

ADMISSION

Transcript of an interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ and several other guests on the Belgrade-based TV
“Studio B”, published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book “Television Duels”/Televizijski megdani, Belgrade,
1993

Transcript of an interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ on the Belgrade-based TV Politika, published in
Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book “Television Duels”/Televizijski megdani/, Belgrade, 1993

[E[ELJ’s book “Television Duels”/Televizijski megdani/, Belgrade, 1993

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

Transcript of an interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ and other guest on TV Belgrade, published in Vojislav ADMISSION
[E[ELJ’s book “Milan Pani} Must Fall”/Milan PANI] mora pasti/, Belgrade, 1994
Transcript of an interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ and other guests on TV Belgrade, published in Vojislav ADMISSION

Vojislav [E[ELJ Serbian Radical Party press conference, published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book “Milan
PANIC Must Fall”, Belgrade, 1994

[E[ELJ’s book "Sisyphean Trials", 1992, pp. 190-202

Transcript of Vojislav [E[ELJ’s and Serbian Radical Party press conference, published in Vojislav ADMISSION
[E[ELJ’s book “Milan Pani} Must Fall”/Milan Pani} mora pasti/, Belgrade, 1994
Vojislav [E[ELJ’s interview with Radio Obrenovac, published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book "Sisyphean ADMISSION
Trials", 1992, pp. 165-189
Vojislav [E[ELJ’s interview with Radio Novi Sad, published as "Man of the Year Ceremony" in Vojislav ADMISSION

920

925

ADMISSION
Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ published in the Serbian weekly « Pogledi », reprinted in Vojislav
[E[ELJ’s book « Politics as a Challenge to the Conscience »/ Politika kao izazov savesti/, Belgrade, 1993

748

ADMISSION

ADMISSION
Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ, published in « Ratne Novine »/War Newspaper/, reprinted in Vojislav
[E[ELJ’s book « Politics as a Challenge to the Conscience »/Politika kao izazov savesti/, Belgrade, 1993,
pp. 117-122

Vojislav [E[ELJ Interview "TV duel with Zoran DJINDJIC", published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book
"Sisyphean Trials" /Sizifovska sudovanja/, Belgrade 1992, pp. 99-114

732

633

4
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1639

1562

1559

1424

1372

1370

1220

1170

1144

Part of the transcript of a Radio Serbian Pale interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ and Nikola Poplasen, ADMISSION
published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book « Trough the Political Gibberish »/Kroz politi~ki galimatijas/,
Belgrade, 1993

[E[ELJ’s book « Current Political Challenges »/Aktuelni politi~ki izazovi/Belgrade, 1993

5

ADMISSION on
condition that the date
and source are
established
ADMISSION

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

Transcripts of two press conferences with Vojislav [E[ELJ held in August 6, 1992 and August 27, 1992, ADMISSION
published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book « Milan PANI] Must Fall »/ Milan PANI] mora pasti/, Belgrade,
1994
ADMISSION
Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ published in the Zagreb-based weekly « Globus », reprinted in Vojislav

Transcript of an interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ on the Belgrade-based « TV Politika », published in
Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book « Television Duels »/ Televizijski megdani/, Belgrade 1993

Transcript of Vojislav [E[ELJ’s and Serbian Radical Party press conference, published in Vojislav
[E[ELJ’s book «Milan PANI] Must Fall »/Milan PANI] mora pasti/, Belgrade, 1994
Transcript of three Serbian Radical Party press conferences dated May 28, June 4 and June 11, 1992, with
Vojislav [E[ELJ, published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book “Milan PANI] Must Fall”/Milan PANI] mora
pasti/, Belgrade 1994
Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ published in the Belgrade-based daily « Borba » based a pre-election
rally of the Serbian Radical Party in Belgrade

Newspaper interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ entitled « They are instigating the Shiptars to rebel »,
published in the Kosovo-based Serbian daily « Jedinstvo »/Unity/, reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book
« Politics as a Challenge to the Conscience »/ Politika kao izazov savesti/, Belgrade, 1993

Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ, entitled “We Cut Deep at the Root of the Problem”, published in the
Belgrade-based weekly “Intervju”, reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book “Politics as a Challenge to the
Conscience”/Politika kao izazov savesti/, Belgrade, 1993

IT-03-67-T
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1796

1777

1770

1763

1762

1733

1725

1676

1640

ADMISSION

Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ, published in the Belgrade-based weekly « NIN », reprinted in Vojislav
[E[ELJ’s book « Current Political Challenges »/ Aktuelni politi~ki izazovi/, Belgrade, 1993
Transcript of a press conference held by Vojislav [E[ELJ, published in his book « Chief of the General
Staff on His Knees – Press Conferences 1993 »/ Na~elnik genera{taba na kolenima – konferencije za
{tampu 1993, godine/, Belgrade, 1994
Speech held by Vojislav [E[ELJ published in his book "Chief of the General Staff on His Knees
/Nacelnik generalstaba na kolenima/ - Press Conferences 1993", Belgrade, 1994
Transcripts of two interviews with Vojislav [E[ELJ – first on Radio Belgrade, dated 13 February 1993,
and second on TV Politika, dated 23 February 1993, published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book “Through the
Political Gibberish”/Kroz politi~ki galimatijas/, Belgrade, 1993

Serbian Chetnik Movement – Vojvoda [E[ELJ : Chetniks and Partisans have Made Up », prepared for
publishing in the Serbian Radical Party periodical « Velika Srbija »/Greater Serbia/, January 1993,
published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book “The Red Tyrant from Dedinje”, 1995

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

Panel discussion with TANJUG’s guests, dated December 7, 1992, published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book ADMISSION
« Current Political Challenges »/Aktuelni politi~ki izazovi/, Belgrade, 1993
Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ entitled «Interview with President of the Serbian Radical Party and ADMISSION

Slavojub KA^AREVI], published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book “Current Political Challenges”/Aktuelni
politi~ki izazovi/, Belgrade, 1993

Transcript of a Serbian Radical Party press conference with Vojislav [E[ELJ, published in Vojislav ADMISSION
[E[ELJ’s book « Milan PANI] Must Fall »/Milan PANI] mora pasti/, Belgrade, 1994
ADMISSION
Transcript of interviews on the Belgrade-based TV Politika with Vojislav [E[ELJ, conducted by

Transcript of a TV interview conducted by the TV Pale (Republika Srpska) with Vojislav [E[ELJ in
September 1992, published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book « Trough the Political Gibberish »/Kroz politi~ki
galimatijas/, Belgrade, 1993

6
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1889

1868

1850

1848

1847

1840

1838

1831

1813

1812

1806

Transcript of a radio interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ on Radio Banja Luka in March 1993, published in
Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book “Through the Political Gibberish”/Kroz politi~ki galimatijas/, Belgrade, 1993
Radio interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ for the Second Program of Radio Belgrade, published in Vojislav
[E[ELJ’s book "Through Political Gibberish" /Kroz politicki galimatijas/, Belgrade, 1993
Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ in Borba of April 21, 1993 dealing with support to Serbs outside Serbia
and support to Slobodan MILOSEVI], reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ s book "Current Political
Challenges" / "Aktuelni politicki izazovi", Belgrade 1993
Newspaper interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ reprinted in his book "Current Political Challenges"
/Aktuelni politicki izazovi/, Belgrade, 1993
Vojislav [E[ELJ giving a press conference, mentioning Dobrica COSI], a Serbian Radical Party rally in
Loznica against the Drina border, the proclaiming of Chetnik Vojvoda at Sokolac, Knezina, Mt Romanija,
the Kentaur company (Zivota Panic), Goran HAD@I] and the Vance-Owen plan; published in his book
“The Chief of General Staff on His Knees”, Belgrade, 1994
Vojislav [E[ELJ’s Interview with a Japanese Journalist, published in his book "Party Scores and Political
Balances" /Partijski bilansi and politicki balansi/, Belgrade, 1993
Interview published in Belgrade weekly NIN with Vojislav [E[ELJ, abridged version of the same
interview reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book "Through Political Gibberish" /Kroz politicki galimatijas/,
Belgrade, 1993
Vojislav [E[ELJ’s interview with Yoimyuri Shimbun, published in his book "Party Scores and Political
Balances" /Partijski bilansi and politicki balansi/, Belgrade, 1993, pp. 144-148
Vojislav [E[ELJ’s Interview with Checkmate Productions, published in his book "Current Political
Challenges" /Aktuelni politicki izazovi/, Belgrade, 1993
Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ published in the Belgrade-based weekly “NIN”, reprinted in Vojislav
[E[ELJ’s book “Party Scores and Political Balances”, Belgrade 1993

Vojislav [E[ELJ together with Rade LESKOVA] giving a press conference, mentioning Vance-Owen
Plan, alleged crimes against Serbs (Pljevlje Muslims), Serbian Radical Party insistence to hand over
Muslims to the UNHC, Jezdimir VASILJEVIC and Vukovar, published in "The Chief of General Staff on
his knees", Belgrade, 1994

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

7
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Transcript of a radio interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ published in his book "Milosevi} Arrests the
Radicals" /Milosevi} hapsi radikale/, Belgrade, 1994

Transcript of a radio interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ on Radio Srmeska Mitrovica, dated November 8,
1993, published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book « Milosevi} Is Arresting Radicals »/Milosevi} hapsi
radikale/, Belgrade, 1994

Transcript of a radio interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ published in his book " Milosevi} Is Arresting ADMISSION
(deals with a fundamental
Radicals " /Milosevi} hapsi radikale/, Belgrade 1994

1921

1932

1933

8

issue in the Indictment)

Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ entitled « I Am An Optimist », published in the Serbian Radical Party of
Republika Srspska and Republic of Serbian Krajina periodical “Zapadna Srbija”/Western Serbia/,
November 1993

1919

ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ published in Belgrade weekly NIN, reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ s book
"Red Tyrant From Dedinje" /Crveni tiranin sa Dedinja/, Belgrade, 1995

Vojislav [E[ELJ’s interview with Globus. Published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book "Party Scores and
Political Balances", Belgrade, 1993
Transcript of a TV talk show with Vojislav [E[ELJ participating. Published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book
"Rule the Roost, the Governor from Dedinje", Belgrade, 1994
Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ broadcast on Radio B-92 and reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book
"Brankovic has Risen from the Grave" /Brankovic je ustao iz groba/
Transcript of radio interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ published in his book "Milosevic Arrests Radicals",
Belgrade, 1994

1918

1915

1903

1898

1890
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1960

1957

1954

1953

1944

1942

1935

9

issue in the Indictment)

Transcript of an interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ on Radio [abac (Serbia), published in Vojislav ADMISSION
[E[ELJ’s book « Milosevi} Is Arresting Radicals »/Milosevi} hapsi radikale/, Belgrade, 1994
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Transcript of a TV interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ, published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book « Are We ADMISSION
Threatened by Slobotomy ? »/Preti li nam slobotomija/, Belgrade, 1994
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Transcript of an interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ on Radio Subotica (Vojvodina, Serbia), published in ADMISSION
Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book « Milosevi}’s Loan for the Reconstruction of Cyprus »/Milosevi}ev zajam za (deals with a
preporod Kipra/, Belgrade, 1994
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Excerpt from a Radio Apatin (Vojvodina, Serbia) interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ, published in Vojislav ADMISSION
[E[ELJ’s book : « Brankovi} Has Risen from the Grave »/Brankovi} je ustao iz groba/, Belgrade, 1994
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ broadcast on Radio Kraljevo and reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book
ADMISSION
"The Witch of Tolstojeva Street" /Vestica iz Tolstojeve ulice/, 1995, on disputes over Vance-Owen plan,
on condition that a full
Greater Serbia
English translation is
provided
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Transcript of the Radio Kragujevac Electoral Broadcast interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ, published in ADMISSION
Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book « The Witch from Tolstojeva Street »/Ve{tica iz Tolstojeve ulice/, Belgrade, only of document dated
1995
28 November 1993
Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ published in the Serbian weekly « Svetlost », reprinted in Vojislav ADMISSION
(deals with a fundamental
[E[ELJ’s book « The Red Tyrant from Dedinje »/Crveni tiranin sa Dedinja/, Belgrade, 1995

IT-03-67-T
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Chapter from Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book of interviews by Mirjana BOBI]-MOJSILOVI] entitled "Viper in ADMISSION
the Bosom:[e{elj in the Clutches of Mirjana Bobi} Mojsilovi}" /Guja u nedrima - Dr. [e{elj u kandzama
Mirjane Bobi}-Mojsilovi}/, Belgrade, 1994

Transcript of a TV Politika interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ, published in his book “Are We Threatened ADMISSION
(deals with a fundamental
by Slobotomy”/Preti li nam slobotomija/, Belgrade, 1994

1982

2005

10

issue in the Indictment)

Chapter from Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book of interviews by Mirjana BOBI]-MOJSILOVI] entitled "Viper in ADMISSION
the Bosom:[e{elj in the Clutches of Mirjana Bobi} Mojsilovi}" /Guja u nedrima - Dr. [e{elj u kandzama
Mirjane Bobi}-Mojsilovi}/, Belgrade, 1994

the Bosom: [e{elj in the Clutches of Mirjana Bobi} Mojsilovi}" /Guja u nedrima - Dr. [e{elj u kandzama
Mirjane Bobi}-Mojsilovi}/, Belgrade, 1994

Transcript of an interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ conducted by TANJUG. Published in Vojislav ADMISSION
[E[ELJ’s book "Milosevi} Is Arresting Radicals", Belgrade, 1994
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Transcript of a TV interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ, @eljko RA@NATOVI] alias ARKAN and several ADMISSION
other politicians on the Belgrade-based “TV Politika”, December 1993, published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s (deals with a
book “Are We Threatened by Slobotomy”/Pretty li nam slobotomija/, Belgrade, 1994
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Chapter from Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book of interviews by Mirjana BOBI]-MOJSILOVI] entitled "Viper in ADMISSION
the Bosom:[e{elj in the Clutches of Mirjana Bobi} Mojsilovi}" /Guja u nedrima - Dr. [e{elj u kandzama (deals with a
Mirjane Bobi}-Mojsilovi}/ Belgrade, 1994
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Chapter « Bosnia is Serbia » from the book « Dr Vojislav [E[ELJ under the Looking Glass of Vesna ADMISSION
Kosti} – We Will Rule 100 Years »/Dr Vojislav [E[ELJ pod lupom Vesne Kosti} – vlada}emo sto
godina/, Belgrade, 1994
Chapter from Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book of interviews by Mirjana BOBI]-MOJSILOVI] entitled "Viper in ADMISSION

1980

1978

1977

1975

1964

1963
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2553

2062

2057

2050

2039

11

Radio B-92 / RTV B-92 /interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ, published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book “Are ADMISSION
We Threatened by Slobotomy”/Preti li nam slobotomija/, Belgrade, 1994
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ conducted by Goran VELJKOVI], published in Pogledi, reprinted in
(deals with a
Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book "Red Tyrant from Dedinje" /Crveni tiranin sa Dedinja/, Belgrade, 1995
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ conducted by Sinisa AKSENTIJEVI], printed in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s ADMISSION
book "Philippics of a Chetnik Vojvoda" /Filipike cetnickog vojvode/, Belgrade, 1994
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ published in “Pravda”, reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book "Serbian
on condition that a full
Ceaucescu Couple" /Srpski bracni par Caucesku/, 1995
English translation is
provided
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Interview with [E[ELJ broadcast on TV Palma Plus and reprinted in [E[ELJ's book "Serbia under ADMISSION
American Bombs"/Srbija pod americkim bombama/, 2002
on condition that a full
English translation is
provided
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
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210

65 ter No.
168

6066

6018

6004

ADMISSION/REJECTION

12

ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Transcript of the political speeches held in Jagodnjak on April 21, 1991, including the speech of Vojislav ADMISSION
[E[ELJ. Transcript created and circulated within the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia only the Accused’s
Presidency, sent directly to the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia President, Vice-President and speeches (pp. 1-8)
(deals with a
members of the Presidency
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)

Title
Minutes from the Founding assembly of the SRS in Kragujevac, published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book
“The Serbian Radical Party”, Belgrade, 1995

TABLE NO. 2: SPEECHES BY THE ACCUSED (11 documents)

Video of [E[ELJ speech in Hamilton, Canada in the Serbian Orthodox Church of Saint Nicolas (Amateur REJECTION
footage)
for the same reasons as
those invoked in the
Decision filed on 17
December 2010 which
ruled on the request for
admission of this
document
Transcript of an interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ on TV Novi Sad. Transcript of video V000-0740. ADMISSION
(received from the War Crimes Commission – Zagreb, 20 March 1996)
on condition that the date
is established
Video – Interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ for the BBC documentary series “The Death of Yugoslavia”
ADMISSION
on condition that the date
is established

IT-03-67-T
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1910

1098

964

833

795

Closed session of the Serbian Assembly (discussion about resolving Yugoslav crisis resulting from the
separation of certain republics and about the role of Yugoslav People’s Army. Speakers taking part in the
discussion: Foreign Affairs Minister Vladislav Jovanović, National Defence Minister Marko
Negovanović, Milan Paroški, Pavi} Obradović, Vojislav [ešelj, Srbislav Milovanov, etc)
Closed session of the Serbian Assembly (the discussion about the military-political situation in Bosnia
and Herzegovina, and the problems occurring as a result of it in Yugoslavia. Participants in the
discussion: National Defence Minister Marko NEGOVANOVI], Foreign Affairs Minister Vladislav
Jovanović, Paroški, Radomir Urosević, Srba Milovanov, Vlatko Vuković, Ljuba Novaković, Vojislav
[ešelj, etc.)
Serbian Assembly session transcript, published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book “The Governement Falls Like
a Log”/Pada vlada kao klada/, Belgrade, 1994

Stenographic notes of closed part Second Regular meeting of the Serbian National Assembly, 5th Session

13

ADMISSION
(deals with a fundamental
issue in the Indictment)

REJECTION
(not certified as true
copy)

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

Closed session of the Serbian Assembly (the discussion about the situation in Yugoslavia, the Serbian, REJECTION
Croatian and Bosnian Croatian and Bosnian Krajinas, on the battlefield, on the Yugoslav People’s Army (not certified as true
copy)
role, the mobilization, on how to combat defeatism and desertion, etc.) with Vojislav [E[ELJ and others

ADMISSION

Stenographic Record of Second Regular Session, of the National Assembly (Assembly of Republic Serbia ADMISSION
– Closed session), attended by Vladislav Jovanovi}, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia, Vojislav [E[ELJ, and others

588

Second Regular Session of the National Assembly, 3d Session, Closed session of the Serbian Assembly

Shorthand Notes from the Resumption of the Second Extraordinary session of the National Assembly of ADMISSION
the Republic of Serbia

518

647

Shorthand Notes from a Session of the Second Extraordinary Sitting of the National Assembly of the ADMISSION
Republic of Serbia

515

IT-03-67-T
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193

171

Newspaper article published in the Belgrade-based daily « Politika »

Vojislav [E[ELJ’s Message to the Serbs of Knin Krajina promising assistance, published in the Serbian
Radical Party periodical “Velika Srjiba”/ Greater Serbia/

Signed letter of Vojislav [E[ELJ to the Ministry of Justice of Serbia regarding the application for
registration in the register of political organisations

170

95

Title
Newspaper report on the Serbian Chetnik Movement rally in Mali Zvornik with Vojislav [E[ELJ’s
speech, published in the Serbian Radical Party periodical « Velika Srbija »/Greater Serbia/, issue no. 3,
August 1990, reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book “The Serbian Chetnik Movement”/Srpski ~etni~ki
pokret/, Belgrade, 1994
Various articles and documents from Velika Srbija reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book "Serbian Chetnik
Movement" / Srpski Cetnicki Pokret, Vol. 39, NIGP "ABC-GLAS, Belgrade, 1994

65 ter No.
93

TABLE NO. 3: NEWSPAPER ARTICLES (59 documents)

14

ADMISSION
on condition that the date
and source are
established
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)

ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)

ADMISSION/REJECTION
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214

213

206

Newspaper report, published in the Belgrade-based daily « Borba », reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book
« Cry of the Falling Stars »/Vrisak zvezda padalica/, Belgrade, 1994

Newspaper article published in the Belgrade-based daily “Politika”, quoting from Vojislav Šešelj’s press
conference on the participation of a Chetnik unit in combat actions in Borovo Selo (Croatia) in early May
1991

Serbian Chetnik Movement membership application form for Vojin VULETI], published in the Serbian
Radical Party periodical “Velika Srbija”/Greater Serbia/, issue no. 9, May 1991, including the colophon
of “Velika Srbija” with Vojvoda [E[ELJ Founder and General Director, Aleksandar Stefanovi} and
Zoran Dra`ilovi}, members of Editorial Staff and others
Public announcement by Vojislav [E[ELJ following the resignation of Dr Borisav Jovi} as the President
of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia Presidency, published in the Serbian Radical Party
periodical “Velika Srbija”/Greater Serbia/, issue no. 9, May 1991
Newspaper article published in the Croatian newspaper « Nedjeljna Dalmacija »

202

203

Politika article on the founding of Regional Serbian Radical Party Board in Pristina, Kosovo

194

15

ADMISSION
on condition that the date
is established
ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)

ADMISSION
only the article of 24
April 1991, on condition
that the date and source
are established
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
on condition that the date
is established
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514

466

458

354

320

281

242

224

16

Newspaper report published in the Belgrade-based daily « Politika » on a meeting of the Great National ADMISSION
(deals with a fundamental
Assembly of the Serbian district of Slavonia, Baranja and Western Srem, attended by Vojislav [E[ELJ, issue in the Indictment)
Goran Hadzi}, and others

ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Article from “Politika” entitled "What is Hidden behind the Cockade?", about the Chetnik movement,
ADMISSION
mentioning Borovo Selo and Vojislav ŠEŠELJ’s call for "armed resistance"
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Newspaper article based on an interview with Vojislav [E[ELJ, published in the leading Belgrade daily
ADMISSION
“Politika”
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Article called: “When a Serbian Trumpet Sounds in Borovo Selo” published in the SRS’s “Velika Srbija” ADMISSION
on condition that the full
date, including the year,
is established
« Politika » article about the suspension of Vojislav [E[ELJ’s membership in the FDS (Philosophical
ADMISSION
Society of Serbia)
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Newspaper article published in the Belgrade based daily « Politika » quoting from Vojislav [E[ELJ’s ADMISSION
(deals with a
speech at the funeral of a Serbian Radical Party Volunteer killed in Dugo Selo near Vinkovci (Croatia)
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Newspaper article published in the Serbian Radical Party periodical “Velika Srbija”/Greater Serbia/ on
ADMISSION
Ljubi{a Petkovi} as the head of the Serbian Radical Party Crisis Staff and War Staff

Newspaper report published in the Belgrade-based daily “Politika” on the Serbian Radical Party and
Vojislav [E[ELJ’s public protests with the crowd calling for revenge after the death of Vuka{in
[O[KO]ANIN

IT-03-67-T
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“Politika” articles, one mentioning Vojislav [E[ELJ’s demand for more propaganda; the other presenting
Zoran DJINDJI]’s warning about the militarization of Serbia and its parties (especially the Serbian
Radical Party and Vojislav [E[ELJ)

Newspaper article from “Politika Express”; Vojislav [E[ELJ, “we are fighting against fascism”, not the
Croats, but "Ustasha" have started a Genocide against the Serbs. Photo (caption illegible): Vojislav
[E[ELJ in uniform with Yugoslav People’s Army and/or Territorial Defence members and an armed man
in the background with a typical Chetnik fur hat. Also included are two short articles entitled “Ustashe
Are Trapped” and “New Attacks on Mirkovci”

Newspaper article published in the Belgrade-based daily « Politika » on Vojislav [E[ELJ’s visit to
Vu~itrn (Kosovo) and the upcoming “liberation” of Vukovar

Newspaper article published in the Belgrade-based daily « Politika » on Vojislav [E[ELJ visit to [id
signed by D.D.

Newspaper article published in the Belgrade-based daily « Politika » with Vojislav [E[ELJ’s demand to
the Defence Minister to submit a report about the situation on the Western Slavonia battlefield to the
Assembly

Newspaper article, published in the Belgrade-based daily « Politika », on the formation of the War Staff
of the Serbian Radical Party in Leskovac (Serbia)

547

557

642

653

792

832

17

ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
on condition that the date
is established
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
on condition that the date
and source are
established
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)

IT-03-67-T
10/50775 BIS

997

ADMISSION
on condition that the date
and source are established
(deals with a fundamental
issue in the Indictment)

ADMISSION
on condition that the date
is established
ADMISSION
on condition that the date
is established
ADMISSION
on condition that the date
is established

ADMISSION
only of the first page

(3) Newspaper article published in the Belgrade-based daily “Politika”, dated March 15, 1992, entitled
“Serbs Will Not Accept a Muslim State”

18

ADMISSION
on condition that the date
and source are
established
(deals with a
(2) Newspaper article published in the Belgrade-based daily “Politika”, dated March 6, 1992, entitled fundamental issue in the
“Bosnia and Herzegovina Will Either Remain a Part of Yugoslavia or Be Partitioned”
Indictment)

(1) Newspaper article published in the Belgrade-based daily “Politika”, dated March 2, 1992, referring to
Vojislav [E[ELJ’s statement at the rally in Sombor (Vojvodina) that the war of the Serbian people
against the Ustasha of Franjo TUDMAN proves to be successful and that the Serbs in Krajina are close to
their goal of realizing their plan to become part of a Greater Serbia

Newspaper article by Branislava Todorovi}, header : “Interview with Milan LAN^U@ANIN aka
KAMENI – the commander of the Vukovar Territorial Defence”, entitled “Serbian Vukovar Will Live
On”, published in the Serbian Radical Party and Serbian Chetnik Movement periodical “Velika
Srbija”/Greater Serbia/, issue no. 12, February 1992. Photo (caption above): “Milan LAN^U@ANIN aka
KAMENI” (holds feral) and Major Veselin [LJIVAN^ANIN – cooperation with Yugoslav People’s
Army
“Politika Ekspres” articles on Vojislav [E[ELJ speech at Serbian Radical Party rally in Bela ^rkva on
Feb 18, 1992, and “Novosti” article on Serbian Radical Party press conference in Belgrade on Feb
21,1992

957

983

Press article titled "May They Rest in Peace! In Memoriam" published in Velika Srbija # 12, containing a
list of deceased Serbian Radical Party and Serbian Chetnik Movement Volunteers in Croatia

Letter signed and faxed by Vojislav [E[ELJ to Radovan KARAD@I] on behalf of the Serbian Radical
Party, congratuling Radovan KARAD@I] the proclamation of the Serbian Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Press article on Serbian Volunteers capturing Croatian alleged spies and "Ustasha" members in Slavonia,
published in "Velika Srbija" / Greater Serbia / # 12, Belgrade

956

954

923

IT-03-67-T
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1084

1083

1033

1024

1008

19

ADMISSION
on condition that the date
and source are
established
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Newspaper article published in the Belgrade-based daily « Borba » referring to the statements by Vojislav ADMISSION
[E[ELJ on the Serbian Radical Party Volunteers combat actions as well as on the territorial issues
on condition that the date
and source are
established
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Article of Oslobodenje (A Sarajevo Daily), entitled "Dolazim da Pomognem Srbima" (I am coming to ADMISSION
on condition that the date
help the Serbs) referring to Vojislav [E[ELJ’s statement given on 26 March 1992
is established
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Article from “Vjesnik” reports Vojislav [E[ELJ in a TV talk show on Studio B said that he has never met ADMISSION
(deals with a
some good Croat, that if the Croats stay in Serbia they would constantly destabilize the situation
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Newspaper article published in the Belgrade-based daily « Politika » on the Serbian Radical Party
ADMISSION
political rally held in Apatin (Vojovodina), entitled “Croats have no business staying in Serbia”
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)

Newspaper article published in the Belgrade-based daily « Politika » based on Vojislav [E[ELJ’s and
Serbian Radical Party press conference

IT-03-67-T
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1766

1736

1358

1305

1132

20

(deals with a fundamental
issue in the Indictment)

Newspaper article in the Belgrade-based daily « Politika » based on Vojislav [E[ELJ’s interview ADMISSION
on condition that the date is
published in the Italian daily “Corriere Della Sera”
established

issue in the Indictment)

Newspaper articles published in the Belgrade-based daily « Novosti » on the Serbian Radical Party ADMISSION
on condition that the date
political rallies held in Lazaverac (Serbia) and Prizren (Kosovo, Serbia)
and source are
established
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Newspaper articles published in the Belgrade-based daily « Politika » on Vojislav [E[ELJ’s Serbian ADMISSION
only of the article of 13
Radical Party political rallies in Sremska Mitrovica and Kraljevo
May 1992 on condition
that the date and source
are established
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Newspaper article published in the Belgrade-based daily « Dnevnik » entitled « Promise of New Group of ADMISSION
(deals with a
Refugees », based on Vojislav [E[ELJ’s Serbian Radical Party political rally held in Novi Sad
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
« Politika » newspapers articles quoting Vojislav [E[ELJ’s statements given to TANJUG on Serbian
on condition that the date
national interests and Serbian Radical Party - Socialist Party of Serbia relationship, including the
and source are established
facsimile of a congratulations letter from Vojislav [E[ELJ to Slobodan MILOSEVI] on his electoral
(deals with a fundamental
victory in Dec. 1992

IT-03-67-T
7/50775 BIS

ADMISSION

ADMISSION
on condition that the date
and source are
established
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION

Newspaper article published in the June 1993 issue of "Zapadna Srbija" / Western Serbia / entitled "Same ADMISSION
Target - Lesser Distance" reporting on the Serbian Radical Party Republika Srpska conference held in
Banja Luka on March 20, 1993. Present: Nikola Poplasen, Vojislav [E[ELJ, Rade LESKOVAC,
Radovan VUKCEVI], Maja GOJKOVI], Milorad CRNJANIN, Novak SAVI], Jovan Glamocanin,
TANICD, GORANOVI]R, Dragan TODOROVI], BRDJANINR, Velibor OSTOJI], DJOKANOVI]
D, Predrag Gugo LAZAREVI]

Interview by Jovan JANJI] with Miroljub JEVTI] entitled "There is no co-existence with Islam", ADMISSION
published in "Srpska sloga" /Serbian Unity/, reprinted in Western Serbia, July 1993, following the
publication of Miroljub JEVTI]’s book "From the Islamic Declaration to a Religious War in Bosnia and
Herzegovina"

1860

1873

ADMISSION

Editorial published in the Serbian Radical Party of Republika Srpska and Republic of Serbian Krajina
periodical « Zapadna Srbija »/Western Serbia/explaining the editorial policy and the concept of the
publication

1858

21

(deals with a fundamental
issue in the Indictment)

Newspaper article published in the Belgrade-based daily « Borba », quoting from Vojislav [E[ELJ’s
on condition that the date
press conference criticizing Dobrica ]OSI] and Vance-Owen plan
and source are established

Vojislav [E[ELJ giving a press conference on Dobrica COSIC, mentioning Volunteers in Krajina (80%
organized by the Serbian Radical Party), published in his book "The Chief of General Staff on his knees",
Belgrade, 1994

1789

1819

Newspaper article published in the Belgrade-based daily “Novosti”/News/entitled “Hit the Ustasha right
away” (26.01.93), and a newspaper article published in the Belgrade based daily “Politika” entitled
“Prevent worker rebellion with socialist measures” (19.02.93)

1778

IT-03-67-T
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2021

Cartoon published in Western Serbia # 10

Cartoon entitled "The Queen of Croats", published in Western Serbia # 9

Newspaper article entitled "Severe Mine of Black mujahedin" /Ljuta mina crnog mudzahedina/, published
in Western Serbia # 9. The article is accompanied by a cartoon depicting raped Muslim women as
prostitutes

1996

1998

Newspaper article published in the Belgrade-based daily « Borba », based on Vojislav [E[ELJ’s press
conference referring to the Serbian Radical Party Volunteers (Branislav VAKI]) under Ministry of the
Interior Serbia command in Bosnia and Herzegovina, etc.

Newspaper article published in the Belgrade-based daily « Novosti »/News/quoting Vojislav [E[ELJ’s
on the expulsion of Ljubi{a PETKOVI] from Serbian Radical Party and the behavior of Serbian Radical
Party Volunteers

Special edition of the Serbian magazine ON # 56 dedicated to Vojislav [E[ELJ, reprinted in Vojislav
[E[ELJ’s book Accidental Confession and the Occasional Intrigue / “Slucajne ispovesti i poneka
intriga”, Belgrade 1993

1940

1930

1874

22

ADMISSION
on condition that the date
is established
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
on condition that the date
is established
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
on condition that the
source is established
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)

ADMISSION
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955

2157

2099

2076

2025

2024

23

(deals with a fundamental
issue in the Indictment)

ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
Cartoon published in Western Serbia # 10
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Interview to Daily Telegraph concerning the training and supplies given to his Volunteers by the ADMISSION
on condition that the
Yugoslav People s Army. Branislav VAKI]’s units fought in Vukovar and Skelani and Srebrenica
established date and
source are provided
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Newspaper article published in the Serbian weekly « Svet »/World/, based on the letters sent from prison
ADMISSION
by Vojislav [E[ELJ to his party associates, reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book « The Serbian
(deals with a
Ceaucescu Couple »/Srpski bra~ni par “^au{esku”/, Belgrade, 1995
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Newspaper article "The Duke Defends Serbian Sarajevo", published in Velika Srbija /Greater Serbia/,
ADMISSION
written by Rajko Djurdjevic, p. 12-18
on condition that the date
is established
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
ADMISSION
Press article titled "The Army Commends the Unit of Serbian Radical Party Volunteers; The Territorial
Defence highlights the accomplishments of Serbian Chetniks" published in edition #12 of "Velika Srbija" on condition that the date is
established
("Greater Serbia"), published by Vojislav [E[ELJ

Photo of Nikola Poplasen, Aleksandar STEFANOVI], Tomislav NIKOLIC and Vojislav [E[ELJ and a
cartoon published in Western Serbia # 10

IT-03-67-T
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ADMISSION/REJECTION

2103

24

issue in the Indictment)

Transcript of a protest speech by Miodrag DISI] in support of Vojislav [E[ELJ, arrested by the Serbian ADMISSION
authorities. Published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book "Prisoner of Conscience" /Zatocenik savesti/, Belgrade, (deals with a
fundamental issue in the
1998
Indictment)
ADMISSION
Serbian Radical Party press conference, published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book ("Zatocenik savesti"/
(deals with a fundamental
Prisoner of Conscience, Zemun 1998)

2102

ADMISSION

Newspaper interview with Nikola Poplasen and Rade LESKOVA] entitled "Do slobode macem i
ognjem" /To Freedom with Sword and Fire/ published in "Zapadna Srbija"/Western Serbia/

ADMISSION
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Open letter from California, entitled "Nas bratski pozdrav i poruka srpskom vojvodi Vojislavu Seselju"
ADMISSION
/Our Fraternal Greetings and a Message to Vojvoda Vojislav [E[ELJ/, published in the Serbian Radical
only of the first
Party periodical “Velika Srbija” /Greater Serbia/, issue no. 2 August 1990, signed by Mom~ilo DUJI]
document, on condition
that the date is
established
Report of Sre}ko Radovanovi} aka Debeli, the company Commander of the Serbian Volunteer Army,
ADMISSION
entitled “Combat Actions of the Kragujevac Chetnik unit”, published in the Serbian Radical Party
on condition that the date
periodical “Velika Srbija”/Greater Serbia/, issue no. 12, February 1992
is established
Transcript of a Serbian Radical Party and Vojislav [E[ELJ’s press conference published in Vojislav ADMISSION
[E[ELJ’s book "Milan PANIC Must Fall" /Milan Panic mora pasti/, Belgrade, 1994

Title
Vojislav [E[ELJ’s analysis of the crisis of the Yugoslav society in the 1980’s as his response to the poll
“What is to be done?”, published in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book, “Democracy and Dogma” /Demokratija i
dogma/, NIGP "ABC-GLAS," Belgrade, 1991

1859

1004

953

88

65ter No.
30

TABLE NO. 4: MISCELLANEOUS (20 documents)
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2593

2592

2591

2517A

2517

65ter No.
2158

ADMISSION/REJECTION

25

Chapter 11 from Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book "The Ideology of Serbian Nationalism" /Ideologija srpskog ADMISSION
nacionalizma/, entitled "The Misfortune of the Yugoslav Idea - Ethnic and Territorial Aspects of the (deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Yugoslav State-Building Idea", Belgrade, 2002
Indictment)
Chapter 8 entitled "The Croats as the Serbs Greatest Foes" from Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book "The Ideology
ADMISSION
of Serbian Nationalism" /Ideologija srpskog nacionalizma/, Belgrade, 2002
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Chapter 15 entitled "Serbian State-Establishing Ideology" from Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book "The Ideology ADMISSION
(deals with a
of Serbian Nationalism" /Ideologija srpskog nacionalizma/, Belgrade, 2002
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)

2- admission into evidence

Report published by the Humanitarian Law Centre, Serbia, entitled « Population Exchange : Vojvodina ADMISSION
1- admission to the 65 ter
Croats for Serbs from Croatia », reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book « In the Whirlpool of Balkan List (as sought in the
Politics » (U vrtlogu balkanske politike/, Belgrade, 1994
Motion)

Catalogue of the FBIS Information (in chronological order) on Vojislav [E[ELJ and Serbian Chetnik ADMISSION
on condition that the
Movement / Serbian Radical Party / Volunteers
established date and
source are provided
(explanation of the
source “FBIS”)
Part of Report published by the Advisory Board of the Humanitarian Law Centre, Serbia, entitled
ADMISSION
“Population Exchange: Vojvodina Croats for Serbs from Croatia”
on condition that the date
is established
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)

Title

IT-03-67-T
2/50775 BIS

6021

4289

4278

2648

2599

2598

65ter No.
2596

ADMISSION/REJECTION

26

Chapter 7 entitled "A Thousand Years of Croatian Barbarity" from Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book "The ADMISSION
(deals with a
Ideology of Serbian Nationalism" /Ideologija srpskog nacionalizma/, Belgrade, 2002
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Chapter entitled "Croatian Claims to Bosnia and Herzegovina" from Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book "The ADMISSION
(deals with a
Ideology of Serbian Nationalism" /Ideologija srpskog nacionalizma/, Belgrade, 2002
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Chapter # 6 from Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book "The Ideology of Serbian Nationalism" /Ideologija srpskog
ADMISSION
nacionalizma/, Belgrade, 2002
(deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Foreword to the First Edition of Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book "The Ideology of Serbian Nationalism" ADMISSION
(deals with a
/Ideologija srpskog nacionalizma, Belgrade, 2002
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Leaflet of the Serbian Cultural Club Sveti Sava, New York, 1988 entitled "The Aim of the Serb
ADMISSION
Opposition", reprinted in Vojislav [E[ELJ’s book reprinted in “Horvat s Ustaša Phantasmagorias”, Vol.
(deals with a
20, NIGP "ABC-GLAS," Belgrade, 1992, p. 62
fundamental issue in the
Indictment)
Statements of the Vojislav [E[ELJ in an interview given to the Belgrade-based newspaper Student, ADMISSION
"Šešelj s and Dražo s Guards Are All Around”, reprinted in “Destruction of the Serb National (deals with a
fundamental issue in the
Being”/Razaranja Srpskog Nacionalnog Bica, 1992, Vol. 17, NIGP, "ABC-GLAS," 1992, pp. 116 - 117
Indictment)
ADMISSION
Video 00:18:27 - 00:19:05 (TV Politika)
on condition that the date
is established

Title
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